
Participants are
responsible for their own
sports insurance

AIKIDO WITH
KARL RUBEN

 AIKIDO INTERSHIP

Centro Arti Fisiche, via Coluccio
Salutati, n. 27 Pistoia, 51100

SATURDAY 9:30 - 12:00 & 15:30 - 18:00

SUNDAY 10:00 - 12:30

One session 25€
Two sessions 40€
Complete 50€

Bring jo & bokken

More informations: Alessandro + 39 328 55 25 831

12  &  13  February  2023
Dojo Cho Kokoro Aikido Berlin



KARL RUBEN
Karl Ruben began the practice of Aikido at the age of 13 and in his
educational path he studied and continues to train today with world-
famous teachers and shihan, such as Christian Tissier, Tsuruzo
Miyamoto, Endo Seishiro, Yoko Okamoto, Jorma Lyly and many others. 
Dynamic, precise and elegant are adjectives that describe Karl’s Aikido.
Today Karl runs Aikido courses on three dojos in Germany, playing the
role of principal teacher at the Kokoro Aikido in Berlin.

 

The dojo Centro Arti Fisiche is easily accessible by car, train,
bus, located a 5-minute walk from Pistoia station and very close
to the Pistoia exit of the A11 motorway. The gym is close to the
Esselunga of Porta Nuova.
To reach the gym just set on the navigator the address on the
poster or alternatively see the link:

https://g.page/dojo-aikido-G-S-A-I?share 

PIstoia and the surrounding areas are full of hotels and hotels
where you can stay. We recommend looking for facilities at

Pistoia itself and Montecatini Terme, the latter connected to
Pistoia by trains and buses that will leave practitioners close to

the dojo

DOJO: CENTRO ARTI FISICHE

WHERE TO STAY

OTHER CONTACTS
For any information you can contact Alessandro (organizer) at the mobile
number: 

+39 328 55 25 831 (also Whatsapp)
On Facebook and Instagram on the Page:

 Aikido Pistoia - Italian Aikido Sports Group - GSAI.asd
or by e-mail to: 

pistoia@aikidogsai.it
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